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Privateer
Goes Public

Veteran workhorse fies on

+
On His Grandfather’s Wing
Sammy Mason’s life is the Pitts

Young Eagles Waypoint
Cleared direct to 2 million

Corrugated Classic
RIMOWA re-creates the Junkers F13

PRIVATIZED PRIVATEER

PRESERVED
BY FREDERICK A. JOHNSEN
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A

lot of people call it a B-24. It’s not—at least
not quite. Its long-legged tricycle gear and
shoulder-mounted Davis wing on a slabsided fuselage make such comparisons
easy. It’s more than a doppelganger for the
B-24 Liberator; it’s a gangly sibling. It is
the Consolidated Vultee PB4Y-2 Privateer.
Born of a wartime Navy need for an
improved patrol bomber with search radar
and electronics capacity, the tall-tailed Privateer started with the
premise of the Liberator. When the engineering dust settled, the
fnal result was a fuselage stretched by 7 feet behind the cockpit. A
towering single fn and rudder replaced the twin oval vertical control surfaces of the traditional B-24. That signature single tail peaks
at 30 feet, way above the 18-foot clearance of the B-24.
A diferent dash-number of R-1830 engines originally powered
the Privateer, nested in redesigned cowlings without turbosupercharging. Anticipating single-plane sorties where combat could be
expected, the wartime Privateer sprouted a second Martin dorsal
turret near the trailing edge of the wing. Gone were the typical
Liberator waist windows with a manual .50-caliber machine gun.
Instead, two bulging waist blister power turrets by Erco, each
mounting a pair of persuasive .50s, could actually defect more than
90 degrees below horizontal.
The resulting visage of a wartime Privateer, bristling not only
with guns but with electronic bumps and antennas as well, was a
menacing mix of aggression and avionics; an aeronautical geek who
worked out at the gym.
The things that made the Privateer useful to the Navy for patrol
work suited it to postwar civilian conversion as a frefghting air
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tanker. Topping out with
a service ceiling of only 20,700
feet, the Privateer was meant for a lower
level war where turbos added more weight
and complexity than value. Retaining the
Liberator’s characteristic double bomb bays,
the Privateer could be ftted with purposebuilt tanks holding more than 2,000 gallons
of fre retardant.
That useful load gave a number of
Privateers second careers that saved them
from the scrapper. And a cadre of already
disarmed surplus Privateers from the Coast
Guard eventually became stars of the air
tanker feet operated by Hawkins and
Powers Aviation out of Greybull, Wyoming.
Flat-sided observation glazing replaced the
bulging waist turrets, while new-made
Plexiglas birdcages capped the noses and
tails of the Coast Guard P4Y-2G Privateers,
enhancing their use as search platforms
along the U.S. coasts.
In 1958-1959, the Coast Guard sold of its
Privateers, including this one. In a simpler
time when aging bombers could be bought
from the government intact and fown by
civilians, Ace Smelting of Phoenix was the
purchaser. For more than 40 years, this
Privateer served as an aerial frefghter with
companies like Avery Aviation and then
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Hawkins and Powers. Over the years it carried several successive air tanker numbers: A20, B21, A23, and fnally 121.
Mishaps claimed at least three of the former Coast Guard
Privateer air tankers, including a wing loss in 2002 that was a
sobering event in the close-knit air tanker community. The subsequent retirement of Privateers as air tankers saw the remaining
four Hawkins and Powers birds parked. Two have been sold into
the warbird community.
Today only one fies, a monument not only to the Navy and
Coast Guard, but a venerated icon of decades of frefghting service. The silver four-engine PB4Y-2 Privateer patrol bomber that
roared over EAA AirVenture 2015 is the pride of a group of
Arizonans who feared it might get scrapped if they did not buy it.
Its Navy Bureau of Aeronautics serial number is 66302. But many
know it simply as Tanker 121, the last moniker it held while fghting
American wildfres each summer.
A shake-up in the way the U.S. Forest Service contracted frefghting air tankers led to an auction of the feet of air tankers
operated by Hawkins and Powers in Greybull in 2007. In the mix
were the four World War II PB4Y-2 Privateers.
A group of Arizonans formed 4Y-2 LLC, sponsored by SAC
Holdings, to bid on and buy Tanker 121. The frst hurdle was a complex inspection and reinforcement of the wing before the FAA
would allow the bomber to fy again. Tim Mikus and his team at
B&G Industries knew the Privateer well and tackled the task. Three
years and $300,000 after the auction, the PB4Y-2 was ready to leave
Wyoming for Arizona. But that’s not the end of it. Every two years,
all the wing and fuselage bolts have to be removed for an eddy-current check of the bolt holes, said warbird specialist David Goss of
GossHawk Unlimited in Casa Grande, Arizona. This can take two or
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three people several
th
days to accomplish, and it
must involve hiring a non-destructive testing (NDT) company to verify the continued
integrity of the wing attach structure.
With a sense of relief that this grand old
bomber would fy again, the tanker’s band of
devotees began to contemplate its future
once they had it ferried to Casa Grande. For a
while, Tanker 121 kept the last coat of colorful paint and markings it wore in fre service.
The group approached David about
maintaining the big bomber, and he asked
the men: “Have you ever owned a warbird
before?” The answer was no.
He quickly advised them not to take it
apart too far in an ambitious attempt at restoration; be prepared to work on it in
bite-size projects. David had seen other
enthusiasts get in over their heads by disassembling a warbird beyond their capability
to put the puzzle back together. Under his
guidance, the Privateer’s rebuilding has
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been in small
b
enough stages where “we
can always get it back together in a
couple weeks.” The Coast Guard pedigree
of this aircraft, evident in the search windows reinstalled in the waist and the
bulging multipaned Plexiglas nose, caused
the team to strip the paint and add minimalist markings depicting the Privateer’s
earlier postwar career.
The band of Privateer protectors is patient
about the bomber they shepherd. They fgure
it is a lifetime project; one they can savor now
that the bomber is preserved and airworthy.
It could be decades before it is fnished. David
agreed: “It’s a work in progress.”
David, the self-described worrier of the
team, said he likes to ride in the waist section, scanning from the huge windows at the
Privateer in fight and making notes on
things he wants to inspect later. David’s vigilance and the team’s devotion have resulted
in a good-fying warbird. Piloting Tanker 121
is veteran air tanker pilot Boyd Gallaher. He
remembered being called specifcally to
bring a Privateer to a fre when mountainous
terrain inhibited the use of some other air

tanker types. “Privateers were good in the
mountains,” Boyd explained. “They always
wanted me to come out because I could get
into the smaller places.”
When a warbird like this Privateer has
survived more than 70 years, most of that
time as a working machine, the airframe is
bound to be a montage of modifcations. The
frst major visible change came when the
Coast Guard extracted all the gun turrets
and electronics warts, replacing the armaments with Plexiglas picture windows for
observation. Then, while in civilian air
tanker service, Privateer 66302 underwent
upgrades that made it a Super Privateer in
air tanker lingo. The original factory B-24style cockpit canopy, long disliked by pilots
because its many aluminum webs inhibited
a clear view in crowded skies, was replaced
by a rounded minimalist enclosure with
fewer obstructions.
Another big change was the swap of the
original Pratt & Whitney R-1830-94 engines
in their oval cowlings with two sets of
R-2600 powerplants from B-25 Mitchell
bombers. In theory, the R-2600s were
required by the FAA to be operated within
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power settings comparable to those of the
lesser-horsepowered R-1830s. One can only
speculate that the extra horsepower of the
R-2600s was comforting if a crew ever found
themselves in need of a miracle.
A look at Tanker 121 today still shows a
few vestiges of its frefghting service. The
occasional fre retardant dye stain can be
found in nooks and crannies. It is easy to
conjure images of this stalwart bomber at
rest on an asphalt apron in the hot, withering stillness of a western summer day. A
nomadic crew lounges in the shade nearby,
savoring a brief respite from the rigors of
aerial frefghting until the call alerts them.
The retardant loading crew hastily trots the
heavy hose out and attaches it to the fuselage, pumping 2,000 gallons of dyed
retardant slurry into the Privateer’s tanks.
Vents atop the fuselage let air purge out as
the fuid roars in. Later, when retardant is
released, the vents will allow air to quickly
backfll the tanks, promoting a smoother
fow and a better drop line over the fre.
Only a pilot and copilot were allowed on
actual frefghting sorties in the Privateer.
The R-2600 engines tick over sequentially,
roaring to life with an occasional pop and a
dissipating rush of blue smoke. Time is
essential in classic frefghting air attack
operations. The sooner air attack can reach a
nascent blaze, the more efective it can be in
corralling the march of the fames until
ground forces can contain it. In a choreographed dance that values the safety of the
ground and aircrew at the tanker base while
expediting departure, the Privateer lumbers
to the end of the runway, its brakes occasionally squealing while the nose bobs down and
then back up slightly each time the pilot taps
the brakes atop the boxy foor-mounted rudder pedals of the bomber.
Fifteen minutes from call to launch is a
benchmark for air tankers. It’s of to the fre
as Tanker 121 gains speed and rises from the
heat of the runway’s shimmering mirage.
The long-legged main gear must lift itself
outward into recesses in the lower surface of
the wings, a process that is slow to watch as
the wheels inevitably hoist themselves
asymmetrically until they are nested ahead
of aerodynamic fairings, but otherwise
exposed in the wings.
Over the fre, the crew keeps eyes out of
the cockpit to watch for other air tankers

and the air attack boss. A Bird Dog lead
plane may be available to fy the desired fre
line and mark the intended drop area with
smoke. The tanker crew follows behind and
makes a retardant drop calculated to edge
the fre to contain its spread. Lead plane
pilots and tanker crews know the safe route
in mountainous country is to fy downslope,
where escape away from rising terrain is
easier to afect should anything go wrong.
The crew is mindful of the presence of
ground frefghters in the area. Heavy retardant packs a punch as it travels forward
following release from the bomber, and the
crew selects an altitude intended to deliver
the juice to the ground as a vertical rain, not
a forward rush that can bowl over frefghters and kick up rocks and embers, worsening
the situation on the ground. Lowest safe
drop height for a Super Privateer is pegged
at 187 feet. That’s a heady rush, motoring a
four-engine bomber spanning 110 feet
through hot smoky skies.

It is easy to conjure images of
this stalwart bomber at rest on
an asphalt apron in the hot,
withering stillness of a western
summer day.
And then it’s back to the air attack base,
probably for a quick turn and another drop,
and another. That’s how Tanker 121 earned
its keep for more than 40 years, and the crew
of the bomber today takes pride in bearing
witness to the hectic heroes who animated
this Privateer for so many years.
What’s in store for the evolving restoration and presentation of the last fying
Privateer? Relaxing in the shade cast by the
broad Davis wing at AirVenture 2015, the
team tossed around ideas: Maybe the installation of Plexiglas domes for the two
Martin top turrets; what about a reversion
to the original R-1830 engines and cowlings? But there’s a reason Tanker 121 spent
most of its working life with B-25 powerplants instead, and there’s an argument for
leaving them alone.
For now, Tanker 121 is a fying hybrid; a
polished aluminum version of its Coast

Guard days, with the latter-day canopy and
engines from its fre service. The bomber
makes about a half-dozen air show appearances a year. Meanwhile, the quiet team of
Arizonans behind this one-of-a-kind warbird continues to ponder its future. Sure,
they could buy and restore all six power turrets and revert the airplane to its World War
II appearance. But, David explained, that
would cost a lot of money that could be
spent on maintaining and fying the bomber
to air shows where the public can see and
appreciate it. And those turrets would make
it much harder for visitors to navigate the
confnes of the fuselage. The team has even
kicked around the possibility of taking a
sample Privateer gun turret on the road to
display beside the bomber.
Meanwhile, David is an unabashed fan of
the team behind the Privateer. He said they
support it fnancially, with safety of fight
the priority, and stay in the background, not
the spotlight. “They do it very quietly,” he
added, saying they shyly avoid publicity.
Those quiet Arizona rescuers of the
Privateer include Joe Shoen, collaborating
with veteran Privateer fre bomber pilot
Woody Grantham to fnd the way to return
the ’4Y to fight. Joe’s brother Mark Shoen
of SAC Holdings helps sponsor the operation. His afliations with U-Haul
International provide an appropriate intersection of interests as U-Haul has an active
veteran recruitment program that can be
served by the Privateer’s presence at military and civilian air shows. A Privateer air
show crew is likely to include Bruce
Brockhagen and Robert Kropp, sharing
their interest in the PB4Y-2 with visitors in
a relaxed laid-back style.
Their largely incognito philanthropy
benefts every veteran and every spectator
who gets to see the last fying Privateer.
That’s the charm of the Privateer and its
devoted team. They’re not in a hurry, and
they’re happy to share their one-of-a-kind
fying bomber in an evolving set of bite-sized
restoration steps.
Frederick A. Johnsen, EAA 563738, is a lifelong devotee
and researcher of warbirds and frefghting air tankers, both
passions that merge in the story of this Privateer. He fesses
up to having the cockpit of another Privateer as his own
wingless warbird. His book Fire Bombers in Action is available from Specialty Press.
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